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Our Assistant Managers...

FULL TIME  |  HOURLY

We expect you to:

Report to and collaborate with the Store Manager to create a welcoming atmosphere for

guests, lead the team in ongoing tasks, and achieve store goals

Be energized by problem solving and prepared to make decisions with confidence

Deal with change effectively and shift accordingly, while maintaining a positive outlook

Diffuse high-tension situations quickly while maintaining a positive store environment

Work with the Store Manager to solve problems in a constructive way

Be confident about leading workshops for up to 24 guests at one time while having the same

enthusiasm for groups of 1,4, or 24

Be able to prioritize tasks, like teaching, cleaning, helping customers, and receiving inventory

Ensure that the customer experience is prioritized over workload

Ensure that all communication is professional and on brand

Help the Store Manager maintain an organized and visually appealing retail aesthetic

Be a situational leader who can assume responsibility in the absence of the Store Manager

Work to motivate and engage Store Associates to maintain a positive team culture 

Assist the Store Manager in employee on-boarding and ongoing team training

Manage the completion of weekly store operations tasks

Receive, label, stock, and merchandise retail product per Store Manager's direction

Oversee stock levels of store and workshop supplies, communicating order needs to the Store

Manager

Assist the Store Manager in the planning and execution of special events

are hardworking, motivated, team-players who believe that no task is too small. They are able
to adapt to change quickly and can work well under pressure. They take great pride in guest
satisfaction, store environment, and hospitality. They care deeply about team members,
customer experience, and the aesthetic of their store. They are positive and collaborative when
working with associates and reporting to the Store Manager.



We are committed to affirmatively providing equal opportunity to all associates and qualified

applicants without regard to race, color, ancestry, national origin, religion, sex, marital status, or

any other basis protected under applicable law.

Be at least 18 years old

Have a bachelor's degree or equivalent experience

Be available when we are busy, including weekends and some holidays

Be able to bend, reach, and stretch for product as well as lift, carry and move at least 50 pounds

Be able to regularly move around all store areas and be accessible to customers

Proficient in GoogleSuite and internet

Be a quick learner who can process information and master store systems

Requirements:

Expect that the Corporate Team will:

Generate ideas to evolve the business

Be market-aware and forward thinking

Collaborate and be productive

Support you and your team with open communication

Be a resource for any and all of your needs


